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Reading

Read this article about what makes a 
successful athlete. Choose the best option to 
complete each sentence. Choose A, B or C.

You might think that great physical condition, talent and 
hard work would be the main ingredients of a successful 
sporting career, but it turns out that there is another area 
that is equally, if not more, important.

The more studies that researchers undertake, the 
stronger the proof becomes that mental toughness is 
absolutely crucial to the success of elite sportspeople 
such as Premier League footballers or Olympic athletes.

Having carried out a wide variety of research projects, 
psychologists have drawn several conclusions about 
how the brains of highly successful athletes work. 
One very important characteristic seems to be to do 
with the way top athletes look at mistakes. Instead of 
seeing them in a negative light, they visualise them as 
stepping stones which lead to improvement. They are 
also able to analyse what went wrong in physical terms, 
thinking about specific issues such as the position of 
their bodies or the speed or angle of a ball, rather than 
viewing their general performance in a negative way.

Similarly, when taking part in an event, the ability to 
visualise and focus on an image of success seems to 
play an important role. You may be physically capable 
of a great sporting achievement, but unless you can 
picture victory in your mind, you are unlikely to achieve 
it. Studies on elite athletes have also shown that they 
tend to be more focussed on the processes of their 
sport, rather than on the competitions and prizes they 
hope to win. Surprisingly, improving on their own best 
performance is often more important to them than 
actually winning a competition.

It is clear that elite sportspeople have generally stronger 
mental skills than people who do sport as a hobby, 
however seriously they take it. In particular, top athletes 
need to focus on their sport to the extent where they 
prioritise it over absolutely everything else, something 
that most of us would have a very hard time doing.

Listening

Listen to these people talking about extreme 
sports. Write the number of the speaker who 
expresses the following views.

0 It is selfish to take part in hobbies that  
are physically dangerous. 2

1 A desire to take part in extreme sports  
shows a basic dissatisfaction with life.  

2 The courage and determination you need  
for extreme sports can help you overcome 
challenges in the rest of your life.  

3 Extreme sports are appropriate and  
worthwhile for some people but not others.  

4 People who are reluctant to take risks often  
have rather miserable personalities.  

5 If you possess the courage to take part  
in extreme sports, you should use it in  
more worthwhile ways.  
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Open Mind upper intermediate

Writing
Complete these sentences so that they are 
true for you:
•	 I look forward to …
•	 I care about …
•	 I am responsible for …
•	 I get bored …
•	 I object to …

0 Having high levels of mental strength is   for 
top sportspeople.
A important
B useful
C necessary

1 Highly successful athletes are able to   
their mistakes.
A avoid
B visualise
C learn from

2 Focusing on the physical aspects of an error helps 
athletes   their overall ability.
A avoid doubting
B analyse
C make improvements to

3 Having a mental picture of yourself   a sport 
makes you more likely to win.
A taking part in
B succeeding at
C making errors in

4   is often more important to elite athletes than 
winning prizes.
A Improving their technique
B Beating other competitors
C Personal improvement

5 To reach the highest levels of competition, sport has 
to  .
A take up all your mental strength
B be more important than anything else
C be taken extremely seriously


